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The present invention relates to improvements 
in bed canopies, oxygen tents and the like and 
more particularly to all-over-bed canopies or 
tents to administer oxygen to a sick patient, and 
particularly adapted for use with refrigeration 
and Oxygen supply means of standard makes. 

Usually heretofore oxygen tents, canopies and 
the like have not been sufficiently Sealed because 
there is provision only to tuck the botton edge 
tunder the mattress and there is a great loss of 
oxygen through the mattress and around the edge 
of the canopy. Also when the tent or canopy is 
removed from under the mattress for nursing 
care there is still further loSS in Oxygen Concen 
tration in the tent. 
The present invention greatly reduces oxygen 

loss by providing in combination with the upper 
part of the tent a sealed base section of gas-tight 
material for either enclosing the entire mattress 
or for resting on top of the mattress, whereby all 
mattress undertucking is eliminated and all 
nursing care and treatment of the patient in the 
interior of the upner part of the tent may be per 
formed through slide fastener sealed Openings at 
the head, foot and sides of the tent without na 
terial loss of oxygen concentration. 
- Accordingly an object of the invention is to 
provide a gas-tight canopy or the like, which may 
be mounted to completelv cover the top of the 
mattress as a unit or which may be arranged to 
completely enclose the mattress, whereby any 
passage of oxygen and air through the nattress 
material fails to red 11 ce oxygen concentration and 
only a small liter of flow is needed. 
Another object is to provide a novel bed canopy 

for a dirministeriang oxygen, which is formed of two 
separable upper and lower Sections, the lower 
section or bottom section being of generally 
durable permanent non-transparent material and 
formed to enclose the bottom and sides of a mat 
tress, the upper or top section being of trans 
parent material detachable from the relatively 
more permanent non-transparent botton Sec 
tion without disturbing the mattress or a patient 
reclining thereon, whereby new top sections can 
be replaced when torn or worn out and whereby 
the bottom section which is less likely to be dam 
aged may continue to be used with each new top 
Section. 
A further Obiect, is to nirovide side fasteners 

completely around the head and foot of the upper 
edge and lower edge of the respective bottom and 
top sections of the canopy, whereby the sections 
may be separated and connected at the head or 
foot of the canopy with a minimum of time and 
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effect to facilitate nursing care and various forms 
of treatment. 

Still a further object is to provide slide fastener 
Sealed openings in the upper section of the 
canopy at the side, foot and end of the bed for 
nursing care and treatment of the patient dur 
ing the process of administering the oxygen 
Without much loss in concentration of oxygen in 
the tent. . . . . . 

Yet another object is to provide slide-fastener 
means in the wall of the upper section for a seal 
ing connection around the intake and outlet con 
duits of an ice cooling unit or a refrigeration unit 
for use with or without the oxygen supply. 

Still another object is to provide as an article 
of manufacture a separable two part oxygen tent 
of simple, durable and inexpensive gas-tightma 
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terial, wherein either part of the tent may be 
sold separately for replacement purposes if de 
sired. . 

With these and other objects in view which will 
become apparent as the invention is fully under 
stood, the same resides in the novelty of con 
struction, combination and arrangement of ele 
ments hereinafter described in detail and dis 
tinctly claimed in the appended claims. 
The description should be read in conjunction 

with the accompanying drawings wherein: 
Figure 1 is a general perspective view of a bed 

showing the mattress enclosed and completely 
housed inside the tent and showing an air con 
ditioning unit and oxygen tank with inlet and 
outlet pipes thereof sealed in the side of the tent 
by double slide fasteners. m w 

Figure 2 is a partial cross-section view taken 
along the line 2-2 of Figure 1 at the head of the 
Canopy. - - - - - 

Figure 3 is a partial cross-section view taken 
along the line 3-3 at the foot of the canopy. 

Figure 4 is a partial perspective view showing 
an arrangement for oxygen supply with a safety 
valve, and refrigerated air inlet and outlet con 
duits enclosed by double slide fasteners. 
Figure 5 is a horizontal cross-section view 

taken around the canopy on the line 5-5 of Fig 

Figure 6 is a partial vertical cross-section view 
taken on a line transverse a snap fastener 
closure formed of overlapping plies of material. 

Figure 7 is a side elevational view of the closure 
in Figure 6 closed and sealed, and 

Figure 8 is a side elevational view of the 
closure in Figure 6 open for nursing care or 
Special treatment of a patient in the tent or 
Canopy. 
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Referring in detail to the drawings and first 
With particular reference to Figures 1 and 2, 
there is shown a bed A, a mattress B, a canopy 
supporting stand C at the head of the bed and a 
canopy Support ID at the foot of the bed. As 
illustrated the canopy 0 is completely enclosing 
the mattress B and comprises a bottom non 
transparent section f, which covers the bottom 
and most of the sides of the mattress. The upper 
rim of the section f is edged with spaced apart 
lower sections 2 and 3 respectively of slide fas 
teners 4 and 15, which cooperate with similarly 
spaced sections 6 and 7 fastened to the lower 
edge of the upper canopy section 8 of said respec 
tive slide fasteners 4 and 5. Thus slide, fast 
ener section f2 of the canopy bottom section and 
slide fastener section 6 of the upper canopy sec 
tion when joined together encompass, or encircle 
the mattress at the head of the bed from each 
side, while, the fastener lower Section 3 and the 
upper fastener section 7 encircle the mattress 
at the foot of the bed from each side to the re 
spective fastener anchors or terminal lugs. 9-9 
and 20-20 on the opposite side. The terminal 
lugs. of each slide fastener are positioned in 
aligned spaced: apart relation on each end of a 
multiply Snap fastener closure for an opening 
2 as shown in Figure8. 
This multi-ply closure is gas-tight and com 

prises a looped over Strip. with the overlapping 
outer flap 23 secured to the upper section f 8 of 
the tent by stitches 24, in Figure 6. The outer 
flap carries the female parts of two or more snap 
fasteners 25 and 26, while the inner leg or flap of 
the loop 22 carries, a plurality of male parts 27, 
28, 29, 30, 3 and 32, which snaps connect with 
the cooperating female parts. 27.28, 29, 30', 3' 
and 32' of a doubled. Over flap 33 stitched to the 
lower tent section?. As shown in Figures 6 and 
8, the flap. 33.fits between flaps. 22 and 23 so. that 
malesnap.fastener.elements 27through 32 on flap 
22 snap.fit, with the female fastener elements on 
flato-33. After these are snarped together then the 
outer flap 23 folds over and female snap elements 
25 and 26 engage with male. elements, 25' and 26 
On the exterior side Offalo 33. Disconnection 
of these snap fasteners make the opening 2 
available for uses, such as Stomach drainage, 
chest abscess drainage and the like. 

. Most all patients taking oxygen need blood 
transfusions or glucose, and it is important to 
provide closure means "for this purpose in the 
walls of the canopy so there will be very little 
loss of oxvgen concentration. As illustrated in 
Figure 1...there are numerous sealed slide fastener 
openings for these and similar purnoses. For 
example, at the foot of the canopy () is a slide 
fastener.34 adapted to provide access to the feet 
of the patient when the tent is set up. The foot 
of the tent or canopy ?o is held above the feet of 
the patient by elongated straps 35 and 36, respec 
tively, spaced apart on-leach side of the slide.fas 
tener 34. These straps are stitched to the exterior 
of the canopy. O and include a snap fastener 
element on each of their respective ends so that 
when the straps are looped around an upstand 
ing U-shaped support 37 having right angled 
feet 38, and 39, which fit under the mattress B, 
the foot of the canopy is held elevated above the 
mattress B to enhance- the patient's comfort. 
The head of the canopy is held in elevated 

operating position by means of tabs 4? having 
one end secured to the exterior of the done. 40 of 
the canopy, said tabs each having their respec 
tive free ends formed with an opening for the 
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material by stitches 53. 

4. 
hooked ends of support arms 42. When thus held 
elevated the sides of the canopy flare downward 
ly and OutWardly Over the mattress B. On the 
side opposite to the Snap fastener elements 2 
and 3 encircling the head of the canopy is a 
Slide fastener closure 43, See Figures 1 and 2. 
This closure 43 when opened is used for giving 
treatment to the patient and the slide fastener 
may be closed around the arm of the doctor or 
nurse giving the treatment or around the arm 
of the patient for transfusions and the like, 
thereby avoiding any appreciable loss of oxygen 
during the treatment. In addition to closure 43 
and substantially perpendicular to the same are 
side fastener closures 44 and 45 for giving medi 
cation, water and nourishment. These closures 
like 43 may be closed around the arm of the nurse 
or person giving the treatment or the like. 
Similar slide fastener openings may be on the 

opposite side, if desired, and just below the dome 
48 on this side - are two spaced apart-multiple 
zipperclosures 45 each for connection-with an ice 
cooled unit or with an air conditioning unit. 48 
by encircling the inlet and outlet pipes 49 and 
49a, respectively, see Figures 1 and 4. An oxygen 
tank 50 with a supply line 5 may also lend into 
the canopy at this connection, 
The base Section of the canopy may be 

imounted on top of the nattress if desired by using 
the anchoring tabs 52 secured in each corner and 
on each side to the exterior of the base Sectioxn 

he free end of each 
tabhangs down over the sides of the mattress B 
and pin fasteners 54 or the like secure the tabs 
to the mattress material. 

Oparation and use: 
The operation and use of the present invention 

is elieved to be apparent from the foregoing de 
tailed description. For example, to completely 
enciose the in attress B, the base section f is ap 
plied to the bottom of the mattress and sides 
with the upper canopy section 8 detached, next 
the done of the canopy and its tabs 4 are 

5 attached to the hooks On the support arms 42 
and the main slide-fastener anchCrs of the re 
spective top and botton, canopy sections are 
locked together as well known in the slide fas 
tener art. i he slide elements 4 and 5 are 
a diacent their respective pairs of anchor-elements 
On their side of the canopy and may now be slid 
at will around their respective paths of travel 
to enclose the head of the mattress and the foot 
of the mattress. Prior to closing the main slide 
fasteners 4 and 5, the canopy foot support 3 
is put in position at the foot of the mattress and 
straps 35 and 36 are looped over the top bar of 
the Support and Snapped into holding position. 
This now causes the canopy to be held to 

proper shape and the patient may be placed on 
the mattress before the main slide fasteners' are 
closed on one side of the nattress. 
The Sane general operation takes place when 

using the base Section on top of the mattress 
B and the same is secured to the mattress by 
tabs 52 and pin fasteners 54. 

It often is desirable to fold back the upper sec 
tion 8 of the canopy and open the main slide 
fasteners around the head and foot of the canopy 
permitting the rear side to stay fastened. To 
facilitate folding back of the upper section f 8, 
there are provided handle loops 6C adapted to be 
gripped by the nurse to raise and foid over the 
Side of the canopy 8. 
The air conditioner unit and oxygen supply are 
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readily attached by inserting the connecting pipes 
49 within the double slide fastener openings as 
shown in Figure 4 on the side of the done por 
tion 40 and it is of course understood that such 
connections may be provided at the rear of the 
dome portion instead of the side, if desired. A 
safety valve 6 is shown in Figures 1 and 4, and 
another valve, not shown, if desired may be 
mounted in the wall of the upper section 8. 
Also to provide a safety vent for excess pressures 
in the tent, the slide fasteners 4 and 5 may be 
left slightly open at the side, thereby permitting 

5 

O 

escape of excessive air and oxygen and also CO2 
which is exhaled by the patient. A graduated air 
meter may be connected to the oxygen gauge so 
that a certain amount of air may be given with 
the oxygen. 
Thus there is provided an all-over-bed Oxygen 

canopy that can be operated on top of the mat 
tress or With the mattress completely housed in 
side the same. Also there is provided a canopy 
with a top completely removable from the base 
Section of the canopy by separating head and 
foot slide fasteners, one around the head and one 
around the foot of the canopy, said top section 
having further slide fastener openings for nurs 
ing care and treatment of the patient without 
much loss of oxygen in the canopy, and double 
slide fastener openings for air tight connection 
with conduit connections from an air condition 
ing unit and/or an oxygen supply tube. 
While the foregoing specification describes and 

the drawings illustrate the specific details of this 
invention, it is to be understood that the same is 
not limited by these details and is therefore 
susceptible to changes and modifications within 
the Scope of the appended claims without a de 
parture from the spirit of the invention. 
I claim: 
1. A canopy for administering oxygen, having 

an OXygen Supply opening therein, comprising a 
sealed base section for covering a mattress, a 
Sealed upper section adapted to be suspended 
above said base section, and slide fastener means 
for detachably connecting said upper section to 
the said base Section. 

2. A canopy of flexible foldable material for 
administering oxygen, having an oxygen supply 
opening therein, comprising a sealed base section 
for completely enclosing the bottom and sides of 
a mattress, a sealed upper section adapted to be 
Suspended above the top of the mattress, and 
separable fastener means for detachably connect 
ing said upper section with said base section, 
thereby forming a substantially gas-tight en 
closure Completely around and over the naattress. 

3. A canopy for administering oxygen, having 
an oxygen supply opening therein, comprising a 
Sealed base Section enclosing the bottom and 
sides of a mattress, a sealed upper section 
adapted to be Suspended above the top of the 
mattress, and a pair of slide fasteners detach 
ably connecting said upper section with said base 
Section, one of said fasteners extending around 
the head of the canopy and the other of said 
fasteners extending around the foot of the 
canopy, whereby either the head or the foot of 
the canopy may be opened for access to the in 
terior of the canopy. 

4. A canopy for administering oxygen, having 
an Oxygen supply opening therein, comprising a 
Sealed base section for covering a mattress, a 
Sealed upper section adapted to be suspended 
above Said base section, fastener means for de 
tachably connecting said upper section to the 

6 
base section, and tabs with pin fasteners se 
cured to the exterior corners and sides of said 
sealed base section, said tabs hanging adjacent 
the sides of a mattress on which said base sec 
tion is resting, whereby said pin fasteners may 
be secured to the sides of the mattress. 

5. An oxygen tent for maintaining a high con 
centration of oxygen per low liter of flow compris 
ing a non-transparent base section open at the 
top, said top rim having the lower elements of a 
pair of slide fasteners secured around its 
peripheral edge, a transparent upper section open 
at the bottom, said bottom rim having the upper 
elements of said pair of slide fasteners around its 
peripheral edge, and a pair of slide fasteners one 
for each of said adjacent lower and upper ele 
ments, one of said slide fasteners being slidable 
around the head of the tent to join the said sec 
tions together and the other of said slide fas 
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teners being Slidable around the foot 
to join said sections together. 

6. An Oxygen tent for maintaining a high con 
centration of oxygen per low liter of flow compris 
ing a non-transparent base section open at the 

of the tent, 

top, said top rim having the lower elements of a 
pair of slide fasteners secured around its 
peripheral edge, a transparent upper Section open 
at the bottom, said bottom rim having the upper 
elements of said pair of slide fasteners around 
its peripheral edge, a pair of slide fasteners one 
for each of said adjacent lower and upper ele 
ments, one of said slide fasteners being slid 
able around the head of the tent to join the said 
sections together and the other of said slide fas 
teners being slidable around the foot of the tent 
to join said sections together, additional slide 
fastener closed openings in the Walls of the upper 
transparent section at the foot and side portions 
thereof, and conduit connecting openings formed 
in a side wall of said upper section for connec 
tion with an air conditioner and/or an oxygen 
supply pipe. - 

7. An oxygen tent comprising a closed bottom 
section and a detachable closed top section, slide 
fasteners for connecting said sections together, 
said bottom section being shaped to contain a 
mattress and said top section having a domepor 
tion and downwardly flaring side and front por 
tions extending to said bottom section, support 
ing tabs secured to the exterior of said dome por 
tion for connection with supporting means, straps 
secured to the exterior of the top section near the 
foot of said front portion, and support means for 
hrlding the foot of said front portion elevated 
when the straps are fastened around said Sup 
port, whereby said top section is supported in 
operative position over a mattress contained 
within said closed bottom section. 

8. A canopy for administering oxygen, having 
an oxygen supply opening therein, comprising a 
sealed base section for enclosing the bottom and 
sides of a mattress, a sealed upper section adapted 
to be suspended above the top of the mattress, 
and a multi-ply Snap fastener closure for an elon 
gated horizontal opening in said upper section, 
said closure having a foldable loop of material 
with Snap fastener elements on the legs of the 
loop and an intermediate flap insertable between 
the legs of the loop including Snap fastener ele 
ments engageable with said fastener elements on 
the legs of the loop when folded together. 

9. The oxygen tent described in claim 6, where 
in said conduit connecting openings are each 
closable around the inlet and outlet conduits of 
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said air conditioner orthe-like by means of double REFERENCES CITED - 
slide fasteners, The following references are of record: in the 

10. An oxygen tent for use with standard oxy- file of this paint. 
gen supply and refrigerator units, comprising a 
detachable closed-lower section and a top closure 5 UNITED STATES PATENTS 
section securable to said lower Section. having a Number Nanne Date 
dome portion, and a foot portion, said dome por- 2,090,271 Taylor ------------ Aug. 17, 1937 
tion including a pair of spaced apart. Openings 2,503,725 Greene ------------ Apr. 11, 1950 
each closed by a multiple slide fastener, said re spective openings. each being adapted to receive 10 FOREIGN PATENTS 
the free- ends of a respective inlet, and outlet Number Country Date 
conduit from a refrigeration unit. 183,332 Switzerland.------- June 16, 1936 

THADDEUSA, TAYLOR, 847,774 France ------------ July 10, 1939 

  


